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1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, the release of emerging-pollutants was an environmental problem. This set chiefly 

consists from component utilized as large amount during our life, like medicines of human 

and veterinary, products of personal care, surfactants, and pesticides also various additives of 

industry. Elimination of some emerging-pollutants in wastewater treatment plants (WWTP) 

has been somewhat low because most of them are hard to degrade biologically [1]. The best 

method to reduce these materials may be to use the step of adsorption before discharging 

effluents from sewage treatment. The capacity of adsorption by activated carbon depends 

upon its characteristics (physical and chemical); like: surface area; size of pore; functional 

groups, and the nature of adsorbate as: size; molecular weight; hydrophobicity; polarity, and 

functional groups [1, 2]. Activated carbons are significantly used to adsorb organic 

compounds from gases or liquids. Because of it economically expensive; several researches 

try to find another material to utilize as sorbent to remove contaminants. These sorbent were 

found from residues of vegetables and fruits, etc.   

The release of pharmaceuticals in environment is as a result of various sources such as 

humans (get rid of medications that are not used, secretion of drugs or drugs metabolites 

which not absorbed by a body of human are disposed of by toilet), Agricultural field 

(aquaculture and veterinary medicines, fodder additives in cattle breeding by dung diffusion 

within ground as fertilizer can filtrate inside municipal currents and rivers), also manufacture 

(drugs industrialization remains) [3]. Heberer [1,4] and Halling-Sorensen et al. [5] suggested 

projects presenting potential sources and paths to release the residue of medicines into the 

aquatic environment. 

Origin of medicines material is non biodegradable; also not totally removed while using 

traditional wastewater treating [4, 6]. When the treatments are ineffective, these pollutants 

thrown into lakes and rivers those are popular supplies for drinking water sources. 

Paracetamol (acetaminophen, 4-hydroxyacetanilide) is type of medicinal drugs of widespread 

using in the world due to it activity in relieving pain and fever. Paracetamol adsorption by 

carbon was extensively examined by Terzyk and Rychlicki [7] and Terzyk [8]. Researchers 

detect relationship between the carbon surface layer composition and physic-chemical 

characteristics, whereas adsorbed of paracetamol at various pH and temperatures. Several 

researchers detect that paracetamol is not significant for silica alumina and PorapakP 

absorption [9] also on aquifer sand [10]. There are many studies related to performance of 

bio-sorption technology to passively eliminate metals from water media [11, 12]. The formula 

of Paracetamol (PC) and physic-chemical properties are described in Figure 1 [9]. 
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Figure 1 Physicochemical parameters of paracetamol 

Application of low cost sorbents from agricultural waste materials and the replacement of 

traditional low-cost methods to remove paracetamol from wastewater would be reviewed. 

This current research deals with the paracetamol sorption from aqueous solution on dried 

olive stones obtained from local natural resources. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Sorbent Preparation  

Olive stone (sorbent) is prepared by grinding and sieving to obtain a grain size of range less 

than 0.6mm in diameter; then washed by distilled water, and dried by oven at 105 C
o
 for 24hr 

and stored in a dryer until use. 

2.2. Preparation of Paracetamol (PC) Solutions  

A PC solution has been prepared by dissolving a known weight of PC in distilled water. To 

adjust pH of solution to require value using 0.1 M (HCl) acid or (NaOH) solutions.  

2.3. Procedure of Sorption  

At room temperature (25±2°C) experiments of batch were tested on a rotary shaker (SI-600R 

Lab. Companion) at 200rpm, using glass tapered tubes. In all experiments a certain mass of 

sorbent used with constant agitation with a solution of PC. At end of shaking, the sorbent was 

removed from solution by filtration using Filter paper (Whatman 70mm. The remaining PC 

concentration was found by calculating the difference between the initial (Ci) and final (Cf) 

concentration of PC. Calculate the specific uptake by the sorbent, q (mg g
−1

 of dry solid using 

equation below: 

( ) /i fq C C V w= − ×
         (1) 

Where: V (L) is the solution volume; and w(g) is a quantity of dry sorbent used. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. pH Effect 

The ratio of paracetamol sorption removal on dried olive stone as a key-function of initial pH 

is offered in Figure 2; various pH values ranged from 3 to 9 were tested. The paracetamol 

removal was higher at pH 7 with dried olive stone amount about 1g for 60min at room 

temperature. So pH 7 was chosen for other experiments. The result agrees with that obtained 

by (Valentina et.al 2017) [13] used various activated carbons with modified chemical surfaces 

to sorption of paracetamol; capacities of sorption at pH 7 were highest by using three types of 

activated carbon [13]. 
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3.2. Contact Time Effect  

An influence result of contact time was studied under conditions as: pH 7; agitation speed 200 

rpm; amount of sorbent 1gm, and at room temperature. Figure 3 shown that the increase in 

removal at 1
st
 hour because of at beginning the surface area of dried olive stone is larger then 

become steady until equilibrium state which at 120 min. (after 3hr mixing). The result agrees 

with that obtained by (Ferreira et al. 2015) [14] was used activated carbon of dende coconut 

mesocarp to remove paracetamol water by adsorption [14]. 

  

Figure 2: Effect of pH    Figure 3: Effect of Contact Time. 

3.4. Effect of Sorbent Amount 

At room temperature with different amount (0.5- 3.0g) of dried olive stone and pH7; the effect 

of sorbent amount is tested as shown below Figure 4. It was found that Sorption of 

paracetamol was increased when the amount of sorbent increased. The result was expecting 

due to a concentration of paracetamol is fixed, by increasing the quantity of adsorbent a larger 

surface area or sorption site was provided [15]. So the better dose of biosorbent is chosen as 

2.5 g/l.    

 
Figure 4: Effect of Sorbent Amount. 

3.4. Adsorption Isotherm and Kinetics Studies 

Isotherms of adsorption are the equilibrium relationships between the paracetamol adsorbed 

concentrations and the paracetamol ion in the solution at a specific temperature. Langmuir 

and Freundlich isotherm models were used to investigate the adsorption equilibrium between 

the paracetamol solution and olive stones phase. The Langmuir adsorption isotherm equation, 

as shown, requires that the applicability has monolayer coverage on the surface of the 

adsorbed material [16]: 
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(1 )

m e

e

e

q b C
q

b C
=

+
         (2) 

Where: qe is the sorbed metal ions on the biomass (mg/g), qm is the highest sorption ability 

of monolayer coverage (mg/g), b is the constant associated with attraction of binding site 

(L/mg), and Ce is concentration of metal ions in solution at balance (mg /L). The Freundlich 

equation applies to multi-component adsorption; which is expressed by [17]: 

1
log log loge eq K C

n
= +        (Linear form)     (3) 

Where: K = constant indicative of the proportional sorption ability of sorbent (mg/g), 1/n = 

constant expressive of strength of the sorption (K, and n: are being expressive of a range of 

sorption and the grade of non-linearity between solution and concentration, respectively). The 

results of both models are presented in Table 1. From this Table which appeared that equation 

Langmuir is suitable of the experiential data more than Freundlich model. 

Mechanism of paracetamol adsorption is clarified by the kinetics models of adsorption; 

these are pseudo-first-order and pseudo-second-order; which explain the behavior of 

paracetamol adsorption on olive stone. The pseudo-first-order and pseudo-second-order 

models, consecutively [18, 19]: 

1ln ( ) lneq t eq q q k t− = −
        (3a) 

2

2

1
( )

t eq eq

t t

q k q q
= +

         (4) 

Where: qeq and qt (mg g
−1

) are the amount of dye adsorbed at equilibrium and at time 

correspondingly. K1 (min
−1

) and K2 (g mg
−1

 min
−1

) are the kinetics rate constants for the 

pseudo first- and second order models, correspondingly. Table 2 showed the results below: 

As shown from Table 2 that the theoretic values of qe (cal) corresponded with the values 

of experiential uptake, qe (exp) in the case of pseudo-second-order model. Moreover, the 

relation coefficient (R
2
) was 0.995, suggesting that the procedure of this sorption possible to 

depicted as completely using pseudo-second-order process. 

Table 1 Parameters of Isotherm forms. 

Langmuir coefficients paracetamol  Freundlich coefficients paracetamol 

R
2
 0.973  R

2
 0.883 

qm 3.333  1/n 0.448 

b 0.142  K 0.388 

Table 2 Parameters of Kinetic Models. 

3.4. FTIR 

FTIR spectra before and after sorption was plotted in Figure 5 in order to show the vibration 

frequency changes of the functional groups in the sorbents. The results appeared that 

paracetamol could be adsorbed by H and O atoms of hydroxyl and carboxylic bonds, which 

qe experimental Pseudo-first-order Pseudo-second-order 

k11/min qe calculated R
2
 k2 qe calculated R

2
 

1.420 -0.032 1.1984 0.940 0.0872 1.4663 0.995 
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transferred bands to lower frequencies. These changes could be the reason of these changes 

may be the cause of changes in the anti-hydroxyl antagonists, carboxylic acids, alcohol, 

carboxyl and carbonyl. The results indicate that groups of hydroxyl groups have shifted to a 

lower frequency. Total displacements of these functional groups were because of the 

biosorption of paracetamol onto the surface of biomass. 

 

Figure 5 FTIR result 

4. CONCLUSION 

From this study we suggest that dried olive stone is efficient to remove paracetamol from 

wastewater by adsorption process. This olive stone is available and low costs. The highest 

ability of adsorption was at pH 7 by using dried olive stone. Modeling calculations indicated 

that Pseudo-second-order equation and Langmuir model were selected. 
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